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TECHNICAL MEMO 
 

NOTE   TO   NEW   G-856AX   USERS 
 
The G-856AX Portable Proton Precession Magnetometer is a versatile rugged tool 
for locating buried ferromagnetic targets. However, the device has some 
limitations when used in high magnetic field gradients or near power lines which 
generate electromagnetic field interference. 
 
If the signal-to-noise ratio is low (due to gradients or rapidly changing fields due to 
proximity to large steel objects like a car or AC Powerline) the G-856AX 
Magnetometer will respond with 5 quick beeps just prior to the display of the data. 
Also, the "tenths" of gammas digit will be truncated (missing) under these 
conditions. This is an indication of an error condition usually attributable to 
high gradients or AC interference. Here are some techniques that can be 
employed to maximize the performance of the magnetometer: 
 
1) Make sure that the magnetometer is properly tuned and that you are getting 

maximum tuning signal values. See the section on tuning the magnetometer 
(page 9). 

 
2) Remove the magnetometer from the area where it is getting "high gradient" 

beeps and see if it performs correctly. If so, remove the rear cover and turn 
Switch 3 "Short Count Gate" to the “ON” position and try it again in the 
problem area. This switch causes the magnetometer to generate 0.2 gamma 
data compared to 0.1 gamma data, but in high gradients, this slight change is 
of no importance. However, it will also improve the signal-to-noise ratio by 
keeping the read cycle to the early "strong" portion of the signal generation. 
See page 37 for more discussion. 

 
3) If you still get the occasional beep, you can strengthen the signal further by 

increasing the polarize time. This is done by turning Switch 1 (Long Pol) to 
the “ON” position. However, this has the adverse side effect of increasing the 
cycle time and draining the batteries more rapidly. See page 37. 

 
4) If you are still getting errors, we suggest that you try raising the sensor to a 

higher altitude, thus moving it to a lower gradient area. Make sure the sensor is 
properly oriented (north). 

 
5) Make sure the batteries are fresh and that the cable is not damaged or "open". 

If problems persist, please contact Customer Service at (408) 954-0522 or 
support@mail.geometrics.com 

 
GEOMETRICS - PH: {408) 954-0522 - FAX: {408) 954-0902 



 

 
G-856 Front Panel Keys 

 
 
 

CLEAR 
 
Clears a key stroke or key stroke sequence. 
 
 
 

SHIFT 
 
Accesses the numbers on the keys rather then the 
function. 
 
 
 

ENTER 
 
Designates the end of a key sequence and 
transfers command to system.  Also increments 
memory location displayed during recall 
operations (see RECALL). 
 
 
 

OUTPUT 
 
Begins automatic output of data to external 
device. 
 
 
 

AUTO 
 
Starts and stops automatic recording mode.  Sets 
interval for automatic recording 
 
 
 

ERASE 
 
Erases a reading, the last group of readings, or 
the whole memory. (Must depress twice). 
 
 
 

FIELD 
 
Used during memory recall to recover the 
field reading after TIME has been depressed. 
 
 

TIME 
 
Accesses the real time clock.  Also displays 
the time at which readings were taken. 
 
 
 

TUNE 
 
Displays and/or sets the tuning.  Provides display 
of the signal strength received from last reading 
 
 
 

RECALL 
 
Accesses the memory. Also decrements the 
memory location displayed 
 
 
 

STORE 
 
Stores reading in memory 
 
 
 

READ 
 
Takes a measure of the magnetic field. 
 
 
G-856 Front Panel Displays 
 
  FIELD/TIME 
 
Displays the magnetic field or the time 
 
 
 
   STATION/DAY 
 
Displays the station number, also the Julian Day, 
or the line number. Also displays signal strength, 
tuning and battery voltage. 
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Preface 

 
What is a Magnetometer? 
 

A magnetometer is an instrument for measuring the intensity of the earth's 
magnetic field. Most rocks contain some magnetite, the most common magnetic mineral, 
and therefore produce some disturbances in the local magnetic field. Soils and many man 
made objects such as pottery and pipes can have magnetic properties detectable by the 
magnetometer. 
 

Through interpretation of magnetometer readings, assumptions can be made 
about what exists beneath the surface, whether it is a pipeline, an ancient urn, a piece of 
ordnance, a particular mineral, or geologic structure. The interpretation of magnetic data 
received from a magnetometer is sometimes a difficult task, made even more complex by 
constant changes in the earth's overall magnetic field, the size and distance of objects 
from the magnetometer, the amount of magnetic material the object contains, and the 
susceptibility of the object to absorb magnetism from other sources. On the other hand, 
many applications may require only simple interpretations of anomalies. 
 

The proton precession magnetometer is one of the principal instruments for 
magnetic studies because it combines high accuracy and ease of use. The Applications 
Manual for Portable Magnetometers, supplied with this instrument and available for 
download from our website includes general information on the use of magnetometers. It 
should be studied as a companion to this volume, which deals specifically with the  
G-856AX Memory Mag™ Proton Precession Magnetometer. 
 
The G-856 
 

The G-856 is a portable, man-carried magnetometer/gradiometer and a "base 
station" magnetometer. As a hand-carried instrument, it features simple, push button 
operation and a built-in digital memory which stores over 5000 readings. This relieves the 
user of the need to physically write down the data in the field, eliminates transcription 
errors and most importantly, allows the use computers to automatically record and 
process the data from the magnetic survey.  A number of programs are supplied by 
Geometrics at no cost to help the user interpret the data (see and download MagMap2000 
and MagPick  from our website www.geometrics.com ). 
 

The G-856 Memory-Mag magnetometer will also record automatically at regular 
intervals, so it can be left unattended to monitor diurnal changes in the earth's magnetic 
field. These readings (up to 12,500) are used to correct simultaneous field measurements 
for high accuracy surveys. Here again, the data may be fed directly into a computer so 
that the field data taken with an identical G-856 or G-858 MagMapper™ may be 
automatically corrected. The time-of-day is recorded with each reading taken in either 
mode from a built-in digital clock. 

 
All operations are controlled from a weatherproof membrane switch front panel. 

The sequence of operations was carefully designed to be very simple to operate and yet 
flexible. Erasing the memory requires a fail-safe sequence to protect the data, except for 
the most recent reading which can be easily deleted and replaced if desired. 
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A single connector is used for the sensor and data output. The output format is in the 
universal RS-232, understood by computers.  Interface software for downloading, profiling 
and gridding/contouring of data is supplied at no charge (MagMap2000). 
 

Physically, the G-856 is compact and lightweight. It is weather proof and operates 
over a wide temperature range. It is powered by nine D-cell batteries, sufficient for about 
3000 readings, or an internal rechargeable lead acid gel cell battery (camcorder type). 
 

An internal programming switch allows modification of the cycle times to ensure 
that the G-856 works properly near the magnetic equator and in high gradients where 
other models may operate only marginally or fail to obtain reliable data. 

 
Above all, the G-856 is a high-precision magnetometer, the result of many years 

experience in the manufacture of similar instruments. The operation of the instrument is 
controlled by a microprocessor and the control program may be changed at any time for 
product improvement or other considerations. In that event, you may find variations 
between this manual and the operation of your actual instrument operation. Such 
variations will have no adverse effect and should be recognizable as you familiarize 
yourself with operation. 

 
Use of the G-856AX as a Gradiometer 
 
  A separate addendum has been added to the rear of this manual that describes 
the use of the G-856 as a Vertical Gradiometer.  The gradiometer provides increased 
detection and enhancement of anomalies due to objects at a distance of up to 5 times the 
separation of the sensors.  It also inherently removes diurnal variations due to the solar 
flux of charged particles interacting with the Earth’s magnetic field. 
 
Contents of this Manual 
 

This manual presents the operating instructions for the G-856. Included are step-
by-step instructions on how to: 
 

*operate the magnetometer 
 

*use the special features in surveying 
 

*retrieve data 
 

*maintain the magnetometer 
 
Clarification of Terms 
 

The terms used to describe the actions of the operator or functions of the 
magnetometer may be new to some users. For example, the areas or buttons, on the front 
panel will be called "keys". The words "sampling", "cycling", and "taking a reading" are all 
synonymous, and "mode" is used to refer to different parts of the magnetometer's 
operation, its different capabilities. The G-856 has two parts of operation--auto (automatic) 
mode and survey mode (regular field operation where the operator pushes buttons to take 
a reading). 
 

There are two functions on most keys. When accessing the numbers on the keys, 
the magnetometer is said to be in numeric mode. When using a key to exercise a 
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command (e.g. TUNE), the magnetometer is said to be in the command mode. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Initial Set-up 
 

This part of the manual contains information operation of the G-856 and use of its 
accessories.  There is a separate addendum at the end of this manual which describes 
the use of the G-856 as a gradiometer or two sensor system. 
 

The G-856 comes packed in a strong ABS plastic suitcase, with compartments for 
its accessories. It contains: 
 

*the G-856 magnetometer 
 

*a sensor 
 

*a collapsible aluminum staff 
 

*a signal cable 
 

*a chest harness 
 

*two sets of 9 D-cell batteries (or 2 rechargeable lead acid battery packs) 
 

*G-856 Operator's Manual 
 

*Application Manual for Portable Magnetometers 
 

*MagMap2000 Software and Manual 
 

*RS232 Data Output Cable 
 
A. System Checkout 
 

This procedure is to check the magnetometer's operation and to familiarize you 
with the system. Note that the magnetometer will produce incorrect readings indoors or 
where magnetic interference (from buildings, power lines, vehicles, etc.) is present. 
 

1) Assemble the staff by inserting each section into the next and twisting to lock 
them together. 

2) *Fill the sensor with fluid if shipped empty.  Shake the sensor to determine if 
fluid is installed.  A sloshing sound indicates proper filling (some air space is 
proper for expansion, see instructions on page 27.) 

3) Mount the sensor (the white cylindrical object on the staff by screwing the staff 
into the threaded sensor mount. You'll notice there are two ways the sensor 
can be mounted, either on its end or horizontally. Mount it vertically now. We 
will discuss the horizontal method (also called saddle-mount) in Chapter 2. As 
an alternative, the sensor and magnetometer may be carried in the chest 
harness.  

4) Using the signal cable, connect the sensor to the magnetometer. 
5) Depress READ. The displays will light, turn off, then light again for 5 seconds. 

If the displays did not light, see the maintenance and Troubleshooting section 
in Chapter 4. 
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B. Operation Procedure 
 

This section will show you how to take a reading, store it, and recall it from memory. 
After you've seen the general way in which the G-856 functions, the next section will begin 
the step-by-step instructions on operation. 
 

The G-856 is really quite simple to operate. Most of the controls will not be used 
during the course of a normal survey and much of the sequence is automatic. The READ 
and STORE sequence is all you usually need. 
 

To take a reading of the magnetic field, store it, and recall it from memory will require 
the use of, three keys. 
 
 
 READ 

9 
 STORE 

8 
 RECALL 

7 
  

 (1)  (2)  (3)   
        

 
1. When you depress READ, the displays will light briefly with the battery voltage, for 

example: 
 
 batt  FIELD/TIME  

      
 11 . 7   STATION/DAY  
      

      
 
2. Then, the battery voltage will go out. After a short interval, the FIELD/TIME display 

will light with a 5 or 6 digit number, for example: 
 
 67584 . 2  FIELD/TIME  

      
 

This is the magnetic field reading in gammas. 
 
3. At the same time the magnetic field lights in the FIELD/TIME display, another 

number appears in the STATION/DAY display, for example: 
 0   STATION/DAY  
      
 

This is the station number. Both displays will stay lit for about 5 seconds, then go 
out. 

 
4. To store the reading in memory, depress STORE while the displays are still lit. If 

the displays go out before you depress STORE the reading will be lost and the 
ERROR message will come on. After you depress STORE the display will go out. 
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5. To recall the reading from memory, depress 
 
     RECALL 

7 
  

 
The FIELD/TIME display will light with the field reading and the STATION/DAY 
display will light with the station number that was stored with it. 

 
In summary, by depressing READ you've taken a reading of 
  the magnetic field 
 
 by depressing STORE you've stored that reading 
  in memory 
 
 by depressing RECALL you've recalled the reading 
  from memory 
 

The next section provides instructions on every phase of operation. Each part of 
operation is presented in the order in which it would normally be done in actual use. 
 
C. Actual Use 
 

This section includes operational instructions. Notice that the operational 
procedures are divided into nine parts, and they are listed below in the order in which they 
appear in the manual.  

 
Overview: 

 1. Clearing a Key Sequence 

 2. Setting the Clock 

 3. Using the Line Number Marker 

 4. Tuning the Magnetometer 

 5. Taking and Storing a Reading 

 6. Recalling from Memory 

a. Recalling from Memory - last reading 

b. Recalling from Memory - particular reading 

c. Recalling from Memory - second half of memory line 
 

7. Erasing Data 

a. Erasing data - last reading 

b. Erasing data - last group 

c. Erasing data - entire memory. 
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8. Setting Auto Mode 

a. Displaying the last field reading taken 

b. Accessing real time 

c. Shutting off Auto Mode 

 
9. Retrieving Data 

 
            
 
Expanded Explanation: 
 
1. Clearing a key stroke or key stroke sequence 

Depress  
 CLEAR 

 
 

 
(A) When you depress CLEAR the displays will go blank and any key stroke(s) 

will be "erased." 
 

2. Setting the Clock (Julian date/time) 

 
 AUTO  TIME  SHIFT   

        
then (day) +  (day) +  (day) +   

        
then (hour) +  (hour) +  (min.) +  (min.) + 

        
then ENTER       

        
 
There are a number of features of the internal clock, and they are discussed in several 
places in this manual. It is especially important to set the clock properly when doing 
diurnal corrections. The survey maps and the base station mag clocks must be 
synchronized.  A brief description of the key sequence involved in setting the clock 
includes: 
 

• Check the clock to see if it needs setting. 
 
• Select a time in the near future when you will start the G-856 clock. 
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• Shift into AUTO mode (the clock can only be set if AUTO is pressed before 
TIME). 

 
• Depress TIME, SHIFT, and then numbers for the day, hour, and minutes. 
 
• Wait for real time to match your preset time, and press ENTER to 

synchronize the G-856 clock. 
 

Start by determining if the clock needs setting. Depress TIME. The time will light in 
the displays. Hour, minutes, and seconds will light in the FIELD/TIME display. The 
seconds will be running. Another number will light STATION/DAY display. Compare this 
indicated time to your watch, time standard, or your base station instrument and decide 
whether you need to set the clock. The display will go blank automatically in 5 seconds; to 
speed the process, depress CLEAR. If you decide that you need to set the clock, go 
through the following sequence. 
 

• Depress AUTO 
 
 

• Depress TIME 
 

The displays will light with the current time setting. The STATION/DAY display will show 
the Julian Date. To change it, determine the time at which you will start the clock, and key 
in the numbers as follows. 
 

• Depress  SHIFT  to access the numbers on the keys 
  When you do this the lower display will show:  

 
   _   _   _      STATION/DAY 

 
• Depress: 

(day) +  (day) +  (day) +   

 
 Numbers for the Julian day, for example, April 13 is day number 103. As you do 

this, the STATION/DAY display will fill with the new setting. If you don't wish to 
change the day of-the-year value, just re-enter the old number. 

 
• Next, depress: 

 
(hour) +  (hour) +  (min.) +  (min.) + 

 
 Numbers for the hours and minutes.   As you do this, the FIELD/TIME display will 

fill with numbers. 
 

• Clock Set At the instant the display matches your time standard 
depresseuter. When you do this the new Setting will be entered and the 
display will go blank. 
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You can check that the time is correct by depressing TIME. The displays 
will light with the newly set time. The seconds will be running. 
 
Note that the old clock keeps running inside the G-856 until you press 
ENTER. If you make a mistake in the sequence, just press CLEAR and you 
will have the old time restored. 
 
ENTER can also be used after the Julian Date is keyed in so you can 
change that number without resetting the clock. In other words, you are 
free to use the Julian Date as another variable like the Line Number but 
remember that in auto cycle this number increments every 24 hours; (see 
section III). 
 
 

Notice that depressing  SHIFT  accesses the 
numbers that are on the bottom portion of 
the key. This is different than most other 
keyboards, where SHIFT will access what is 
on the top portion of the key. 
 

3. Setting the Line Number (Survey Mode) 
 

In surveying, you will want to use a special designation called the line number to 
help you in recording your position (see Chapter 2, Mobile Survey Operation, for further 
details). When in Survey Mode, this 3 digit number appears in the STATION/DAY display 
when TIME is depressed. (Note: When in AUTO Mode, the three digit number appearing 
when TIME is depressed is the Julian day of the year). 
 

 
Both the current line number setting and the Julian day are recorded for 
each reading taken, although both are not available for viewing on the 
displays. (If the reading is taken in survey mode, the line number is 
displayed when TIME is depressed; if the reading was taken in auto 
mode, the Julian day is displayed when TIME is depressed). The data 
file of the G-856, however, provides all the information: the line number, 
the time and Julian day, the field reading, and the station number. (See 
Chapter 3 for a more thorough discussion). 
 

 
Be sure you are not in auto mode when setting the line number. 

 
To change the line number: 

• Depress TIME    
The FIELD/TIME display will light with the real time and the STATION/DAY 
display will light with the current line number. 

 
• Depress SHIFT to access the numbers on the keys. When you do this the 

STATION/DAY display will show 
 

 - - -   STATION/DAY  
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 Now key in the new line number.  As you do this, the display will fill. 
 

• Depress ENTER    
 The display will blank and the new line number will be stored with the next field 

readings. To verify proper entry, press TIME. 
 
4. Tuning the Magnetometer: 
 

The magnetometer needs to be tuned for the same reason that a radio requires 
tuning, to achieve the best signal strength. The tuning procedure is a-matter of matching 
the circuits response to the intensity of the actual field value. 
 

Usually, fairly accurate readings can be obtained by merely entering a number 
within 3,000nt of the actual field reading.  Each time a new survey is started precise 
tuning should be adequate to obtain the maximum signal. 
 

If you do not know the approximate magnetic field for your area, locate your 
position on the world magnetic map in the front of this manual. The map will provide you 
with the approximate field for your location. 
 

The magnetometer may be tuned to 3-digit resolution (e.g. 57.4 kilo-gammas) but 
internally it selects from 256 possible steps. This allows you to tune the magnetometer 
very precisely which will result in less scatter and more accurate readings. Approximate 
tuning will be adequate for most surveys. 
 
Remember--the following sequence only works if the magnetometer is functioning 
properly. You will need to be outdoors, away from power lines and large metal objects. 
 
To tune: 
 

• Use the world magnetic map to determine the normal field for the area 
being surveyed. 

 
• Tune the magnetometer to three digit accuracy, (540 is 54,000 gammas). 

 
• Take a reading. 

 
• Retune to match the reading obtained. 

 
You will depress: 

 
TUNE  SHIFT 

(1)   

+  + 

(2)   

ENTER   

(3)   
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READ   
(4)   

TUNE   

(5)   

 
a. Depress TUNE   TUNE     
 

• When TUNE is depressed, a number will appear in the display. 
 
 5 1 0 0 0 . 6  FIELD/TIME  

      
 7  5   STATION/DAY  
      
 
 

• This is the signal strength, a number ranging from 0.0 to 9.9 which 
describes the strength of the signal received on the previous measurement. 

 
After the signal strength goes out, the current tuning value will appear in the 

displays. 
 
 tunE  FIELD/TIME  

      
 51 0   STATION/DAY  
      
 

This number should be read as 51,000 gammas. The tuning range is  
between 20,000 and 90,000 gammas. 

 
b. Next, decide if the present tuning value is valid. If it needs to be changed you will 

need to enter in numbers for whatever the new tuning value should be. 
 

• Depress  SHIFT    to access the numbers or the keys. 
 

• Depress numbers for the new tuning value, for example: 
 

5  6 
 

(56,000 gammas). Zeros will be entered for any space on the display not given 
a number. 

 
• Depress ENTER When ENTER is depressed the new tuning value will be 

activated. The displays will go blank. You will want to check the tuning by 
taking a reading. 

 
• Depress   READ      
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• You will want to check the signal strength achieved at the new tuning 
value. Depress   TUNE     

 
The displays will again light with a signal intensity number, for example, 

 
 51 6  FIELD/TIME  

      
 8.5   STATION/DAY  
      
 

• If this is satisfactory signal strength, you will begin your survey. If you need 
to increase the signal strength, you will want to be more precise in the 
tuning value entered. You might want to take a reading and enter in the first 
three digits of that reading for the tuning value. Some trial and error is 
usually required to receive the maximum signal strength possible. In 
general, maximum signal strength is received when the tuning value 
matches that of the field. Signal strength length levels of --- to --- are typical 
and provide good constant results. 

 
5. Taking and Storing a Reading 
 

This part of operation was explained in the section called OPERATION 
PROCEDURE. Briefly, the keys depressed to take and store a reading are 
 

READ  STORE 

 
The next operational procedure, Recalling from Memory, expands on the use of 

the RECALL key to access the memory. 
 
6.  Recalling from Memory 
 

A good way to understand the memory is to think of the data as being in a "stack" 
of lines, each line being made up of 2 parts. One part is the FIELD READING and 
STATION NUMBER, the other part is the TIME and LINE NUMBER or DAY. The line 
number will appear if the reading was taken in survey mode. You will see the Julian Day if 
the reading had been taken in AUTO mode. 
 

The memory is accessed by depressing RECALL. When you do this the first half of 
the last ("top") line in the memory stack will light in the display. See Figure 1 
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Figure 1 Memory Stack 
 
If you depress RECALL, the last line stored in memory lights in the display. 

 
This reading  (field) (station) (time) (line no.) 
lights in  67856.8 .........................009 12.32.55 10 
display 68645.5 .........................008 12.32.30 10 
 68857.4 .........................007 12.32.00 10 
 68682.9 .........................006 12.32.54 10 
 68432.8 .........................005 12.32.20 10 
 68845.7 .........................004 12.31.59 10 
 68723.8 .........................003 12.31.37 10 
 68245.6 .........................002 12.31.02 10 
 68290.0 .........................001 12.30.45 10 
 

If you depress RECALL again, the memory decrements again, and the next 
reading will be displayed. See Figure 2. 
 
 

Figure 2 
 

Decrementing the Memory Stack 
 
This reading  (field) (station no.)  (time)   (line .no.) 
lights in 67856.8 009  12.32.55 10 
display 68645.5 008  12.32.30 10 
 68857.4 007  12.32.00 10 
 68682.9 006  12.32.54 10 
 68432.8 005  12.32.20 10 
 68845.7 004  12.31.59 10 
 68723.8 003  12.31.37 10 
 68245.6 002  12.31.02 10 
 68290.0 001  12.30.45 10 
 

Depressing RECALL will continue to decrement the memory and each reading 
down the line will be displayed. Depressing ENTER will increment the memory. 
 

In a large stack of data, it is not necessary to keep depressing RECALL or ENTER 
until the desired reading is found. In cases where you wish to look at the 5th 
reading or the 65th reading, the memory will respond if you depress: 

 

  RECALL  SHIFT   

  (1)     

  (station)+  (station)+  (station)+ 

  (2)     

  ENTER     

  (3)     
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Examples: 
 Depress  

RECALL  SHIFT 

 to access the memory and the numbers on the keys. 
 

Depress the numbers of the station number you wish to look at, for example 3, 5, 
6. As you depress these numbers, the display will fill. 
 
Depress  

  ENTER 

 The STATION/DAY display will read 356 and the FIELD/TIME display will light 
with the field reading taken at that station. 
 
Accessing the other half of the memory line (the time and line number) requires 
depressing the TIME key while the first half of the memory line is being displayed. For 
instance, let's say you recall station number 555 from memory. (Depress RECALL, SHIFT, 
5, 5, 5, ENTER). The field reading along with the number 555 will light in the displays. See 
Figure 3. 
 

Figure 3 
 

Display of First Half of Memory Line 
 
 The first half of (field) (station no.) (time) (line no.) 
 this reading lights 68856.8 558 13.32.55 10 
 in display 68845.5 557 13.32.30 10 
 68857.4 556 13.32.00 10 
 68882.9 555 13.32.54 10 
 68832.8 554 13.32.20 10 
 68845.7 553 13.31.59 10 
 68823.8 552 13.31.37 10 
 68845.6 551 13.31.02 10 
 68890.0 550 13.30.45 10 
 

While the reading and station number are displayed, depress TIME, and the 
second half of the line, which consists of the time the reading was taken and the line 
number marker (or Julian Day, if the reading was taken in AUTO mode) will be displayed. 
See Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 
 

Display of Second Half of Memory Line 
 
 (field) (station no.)    (time) (line no.) 
 67856.8 009 13.32.55 10 
 68645.5 008 13.32.30 10 
 68857.4 007 13.32.00 10 
 68682.9 006 13.32.54 10 
 68432.8 005 13.32.20  10 
 68845.7 004 13.31.59  10  Depressing 
 68723.8 003 13.31.37  10  TIME displays 
 68245.6 002 13.31.02  10  this half of 
 68290.0 001 13.30.45  10  the line. 
 

Remember that when viewing the second half of the memory line, the time that's 
displayed is an historical record--the time at which the reading was taken. This is different 
than real time which is displayed with the seconds running. 
 

While you are in the second half of the memory line, you can decrement or increment 
also, just by depressing RECALL or ENTER. To get the first half of the memory line 

back, depress FIELD. 
 

With the concept of the memory stack in mind, the following directions on using the 
RECALL key will be clear. 
 
a. Recalling from Memory--last reading  

Depress  
   ENTER 

   (1) 

The last magnetic field reading in memory will be displayed in the FIELD/TIME 
display, and its station number will appear in the STATION/DAY display. 
 
b. Recalling from Memory--particular reading in mid-stack 
 
Depress  RECALL  SHIFT    

        
  (station)+  (station)+  (station)+  

        
  ENTER      

        
 

To access the memory and the numbers on the keys. 
Depress numbers for the station number you wish to view, for example, 1, 2, 3. 
 
Example: 
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 Depress   ENTER  
 
 The STATION/DAY display will light with 123 and the FIELD/TIME display 

will light with the magnetic field reading taken at that station. (If you need to 
recall a four digit station number, simply enter in 4 digits. The 
STATION/DAY display will flash with the first digit, blank, then flash with 
the next three least significant digits.) 

 
NOTE: You cannot reach a memory location without data in it. If you don't 

have 123 readings stored, the stack will go to the highest valid 
number. You can also find the highest number by pushing READ. 

 
c.  Recalling from Memory--second half of memory line 
 
 Part of recalling data from memory has been performed by depressing 

RECALL, the station number and ENTER. However, that key sequence 
only gets you the first half of the memory line. To see the time at which that 
reading was taken, and also the other 3 digit number stored with it, depress   
TIME 
 
TIME     must be depressed while the field reading is still being displayed. The 
FIELD/TIME display will then light with the hour, minutes, and seconds at which 
the reading was taken and the STATION/DAY display will light with the line 
number marker (or Julian Day if the reading had been taken in auto mode. See 
Setting the Clock and Setting the Line Number (Survey Mode). 
 
Any time you depress TIME when no field reading is being displayed, the real 
time will be displayed with the seconds running. This is how you can be sure of 
keeping historical time and real time separate. Real time seconds run. Historical 
time seconds do not. 
 
Once you get the second half of the memory line, that half of the data will be 
displayed. You can increment and decrement in the second half just as you 
would in the first half, by depressing ENTER and RECALL respectively. 

 
When you want to return to the first half of the memory line: 
Depress      FIELD   
 
The FIELD/TIME display will revert back with the field reading, and the 
STATION/DAY display will show the station number. The instrument will also 
return to the first half or the memory line if you take a reading. 
 

 
7. Erasing Data 
 

The G-856 will allow you to erase the last reading, a last group of readings, for 
example from 356 on, or the entire memory. 
 

a. Erasing Data - last reading 
  Procedure 
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 READ  RECALL  ERASE  ERASE 

 
 
 Depress  READ 

The READ key will move the memory stack to the position of the last reading 
taken. 

 
 Depress  RECALL 

 The last reading taken will appear in the displays. 
 While the displays are still lit with that reading: 
 

 Depress  ERASE  twice 

 
 The displays will go blank and the last reading will be erased from memory. 

ERASE must be depressed twice in order for the reading to be erased. This is 
a data protection feature. If ERASE is accidentally pressed, depress CLEAR, 
or any other key, to abort the erase operation. 

 
b. Erasing Data - last group 

 
To erase the last group of readings, first determine at what station number you wish to 
begin the erasure. All data will be erased from that station number to the last reading 
stored in memory 
 

 RECALL  SHIFT      

         
 (station)+  (station)+  (station)+  (Enter Station Numbers) 

         
 ENTER  ERASE  ERASE    

         
 
 
Depress  RECALL to access the memory and depress 
 
    SHIFT  to access the numbers on the keys. 
 
Depress numbers for the station number at which you wish to begin the erasure, for 

example 7,4,8. 
 
Depress   ENTER The displays will light with the station number 748 

and the field reading taken at that station. While the displays are still lit with that 
reading, 
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Depress   ERASE ERASE The displays will go blank and all data 
from 748 to the last reading will be erased from memory. ERASE must be 
depressed twice for the data to be erased. 

 
c. Erasing Data - entire memory 
 
To completely clear the memory of information, you need to enter in the first station 
number (0) and depress 
    ERASE     twice 

 
 Depress:    
  RECALL  SHIFT 

  (1)  (2) 
  0   

  (3)   
  ENTER   

  (4)   
  ERASE  ERASE 

  (5)  (6) 

 

Depress      RECALL   to access the memory and depress SHIFT to access the 

numbers on the keys. 
 
Depress 0, which is the first station number in memory. 
 
Depress    ENTER     The displays will light with 0 and the field reading taken at 

that station.  While the displays are still lit, 
 
Depress     ERASE         ERASE      The display will go blank and the entire 

memory will be cleared of information. 
 
8. Setting Auto Mode 
 

Auto Mode allows the magnetometer to take readings automatically at a specified 
interval. When the magnetometer is "cycling" automatically, it is usually stationary and is 
then called a base station. It's purpose is to record readings of the earth's diurnal field that 
can then be compared with the survey magnetometer's readings. In this way, a more 
accurate picture of the magnetic subsurface can be obtained. 
 

The G-856 is able to store about 12,700 readings in the auto mode compared to 
the 5000 readings it stores in survey mode. The reason is that the time interval at which 
readings are stored is fixed, and so the specific time that each reading is taken can be 
automatically calculated when retrieving data. Since these items don't need to take up 
memory space, the memory for magnetic field data becomes larger in auto mode, (but 
notice that no information is lost). In auto mode, the Memory-Mag magnetometer can 
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record as much as one reading every minute for over 40 hours. 
 

In auto mode, when viewing the second half of the memory line, the three digit 
number displayed in the STATION/DAY display increments at 24:00 midnight. This 
number should be set to represent the Julian (numerical) Day of the year. (Refer to Figure 
5). 
 

You'll recall that this differs from how the magnetometer functions under regular 
survey conditions. In survey mode, the three digit number doesn't increment automatically 
because it is most often used as a line number marker. 

 
Figure 5 

 
Display Differences in Auto and Survey Mode 

 
 Memory Stack    Memory Stack  

Field Sta. # Time Day  Field Sta. # Time Line 
56890 347 12.19.20 112  56780 176 12.19.20 100 
5679000 348 12.20.20 112  567980 117 12.20.00 200 

         
 AUTO MODE    SURVEY MODE  
         

 
The following instructions assume that the clock has already been set (see Setting the 

Clock). Setting AUTO mode requires selecting the sample interval at which the 
magnetometer will take samples. The procedure is as follows: 
 
Procedure: 
Depress  AUTO  SHIFT    

  (1)      
  (seconds)+  (seconds)+  (seconds)+  

  (2)      
  ENTER      

  (3)      
 
Example: 
 Depress AUTO  

 
The displays will light with a number. 
 AUTO  FIELD/TIME  

      
 1 20   STATION/DAY  
 

This is the current sample interval in seconds. If you like that setting, you can just 
depress ENTER [step (c)], and the magnetometer will begin taking readings 
every 120 seconds. If you need to change that sample interval, depress 
SHIFT to access the numbers or the keys. The displays will show spaces. 

 
Next, depress numbers for the new sample interval, for example, 60 seconds. 
The display will fill with those numbers. Before 5 seconds lapse, 
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Depress    ENTER     If ENTER is not depressed within 5 seconds the setting will 

clear. When you depress ENTER, the instrument will start taking and storing 
readings automatically. 

 
There is a setting on the internal Option Switch that allows the displays to be 

turned off in Auto Mode to save battery power. See Using the Programming Switch in 
Chapter 4. If this switch is used, the displays will light with each sample for 5 minutes, 
then shut down. You can enable the displays again for 5 minutes by depressing any key. 
 

a. To read the memory during AUTO mode, you depress RECALL and FIELD 
or TIME as desired. The Julian day will be displayed with TIME. 

 
b.  To access the real time. 
 

 Depress  TIME  
 The FIELD/TIME display will light with the real time and the STATION/DAY 

display will light with the line number. If you press AUTO first, then TIME, 
the Julian day will come on. Look for the seconds to tick to verify correct 
time. 

 
c.  To shut off Auto Mode 
 

 Depress  AUTO  CLEAR   
 The displays will blank and Auto Mode will shut off. 
 
 When the cycle time is short, the above operations (8 a, b, c) will be slightly 

delayed because the instrument and displays will be busy taking readings. 
For instance, to shut off auto mode you will have to hold AUTO down for 
one complete cycle, then hold CLEAR down for one complete cycle. 

 
 As explained in the section Recalling from Memory, you may recall a 4 digit 

station number simply by depressing 4 digits. The STATION/DAY display 
will flash briefly with the most significant digit, followed by the three least 
significant digits. The FIELD/TIME display will flash with the magnetic field 
reading taken at that station. 

 
 NOTE:. There are 4 key sequences that will produce an ERROR message 

in auto mode. They are: 
 

1. Depressing the OUTPUT key. 
2. Depressing the READ key. 
3. Depressing the STORE key. 
4. Attempting to change the sample interval while the magnetometer is 
automatically cycling. You must shut down auto mode to change the 
sample interval. 

 
9. Retrieving Data 
 
 Data can be retrieved both manually (See Chapter 3) and automatically. 
 
 To begin automatic retrieval of data, connect the G-856 to an auxiliary piece of 
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equipment (computer, printer, magnetic tape recorder, or another magnetometer) using 
the optional RS-232 interconnect cable: 
 
 Depress  OUTPUT  ENTER  

 
 
 The information stored in memory, beginning with the first station number, will be 
automatically transmitted. The station number will flash so you can monitor progress. To 
interrupt (stop) the process, press CLEAR. The data will remain in the memory until you 
erase it. 
 
 You may begin automatic retrieval at any station number. The key sequence to 
begin transmitting data from station number 123 would be: 

Depress  OUTPUT     

       
Depress  SHIFT     

       
Depress the desired numbers, for example  1, 2, 3 

       
Depress  ENTER     

       
 
The G-856 will begin transmitting data at the designated station number. 
 
Summary 
 
This chapter has presented the steps needed to operate the G-856. As a further aid, a 
short reference section summarizing this information is presented in the appendix. 
Chapter 2 discusses the features and performance of the G-856 in special survey 
situations. The chapter begins with instructions on connecting the sensor; proceeds with 
information sensor orientation, positioning, and repeatability; continues with a section on 
the magnetic environment, and ends by discussing some possible techniques that might 
be used in data collection. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Field Operation 
 

This chapter will discuss the features and performance of the Memory-Mag 
magnetometer in regard to actual survey use. Included here is information on sensor 
attachment and discussion of sensor orientation and positioning in relation to the 
repeatability of the instrument's readings. Discussed also are testing for magnetic noise 
and some particular features concerning the use of the magnetometer as both a base 
station and also a survey unit. 
 
A. Sensor Attachment 
 

Inside the sensor case are coils of wire submerged in a hydrocarbon fluid, in this 
case, Shell SOL-71 Mineral Spirits. The following section presents proper mounting 
procedures for the sensor. 
 

1. Check for sensor fluid volume by shaking and listening for a "sloshing" sound. 
The fluid should sound like it's about 1 cm. from the top of the sensor. If you 
need to add fluid: 

 
A. Remove the blue cap plug on the sensor. 

 
B. Fill with fluid (see below) to within 1 cm. from the top. 

The following is Acceptable Fluids list that may be used in the G-
856: 

 
 Acceptable Fluids for Proton Magnetometers 
 
 Preferred fluid: Shell SOL-71 (Shell Oil Co.) 
 

Acceptable Fluids: 
 

1. Charcoal Lighter Fluid (Kingsford, Wizard, etc.) 
2. n-Decane (chemical supply houses, oil refineries) 
3. ISOPAR-G (Exxon Oil Co.) 
4. Odorless Mineral Spirits (Naptha) 
5. Mineral Spirits (Naptha) 
6. Kerosene Lamp Oil 
7. Kerosene 
8. Mineral Oil (Medicinal grade) 
9. Diesel fuel 
10. Camp Stove Fuel 
11. White Gas 
12. Unleaded Gas 

 
Items 11 through 12 have a very low flash point and should be used with extra caution. 
Although any petroleum product must be handled carefully. 
 
There are several alcohols which will produce an acceptable signal, but will tend to absorb 
water. This will degrade the performance of the sensor over time. These alcohols should 
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be replaced as soon as possible with a fluid from the above list. The preferred fluids are 
Shell SOL-71 and items 1 through 6. 
 
 Usable Alcohols: 1. Ethanol (grain alcohol) at least 190 proof.
  2. Methanol (wood alcohol) 
  3. Denatured Alcohol (Ethanol made 

poisonous) 
 

All of these fluids must be as clean as possible to ensure that no 
water or rust is contaminating them. 

 
C. Replace plug. 
 Using Teflon Tape to prevent leakage 

 
2. Attach the signal cable to the sensor. 

 
3. Attach the sensor to the staff and assemble the sections. 

 
B. Sensor Orientation 
 

The sensor is marked with an arrow and the letter "N". During operation this arrow 
should be roughly pointed either north or south. Aligning the sensor this way will place the 
coil axis perpendicular to the Earth's field and produce an optimum signal. Aligning the 
arrow east or west will cause reduced signal amplitude. 
 

As surveys approach low magnetic latitudes where the field dip is less than 40° 
and the field value generally below 40,000 gammas, (such as near the magnetic equator 
where the field is close to horizontal) the sensor should be mounted horizontally 
(saddlemount) on the staff. In this manner the sensor coils will be properly oriented for 
maximum signal. Because less signal produced at the low field strength areas, it is more 
important that the tuning is peaked for maximum.  See page 3 for hints on increasing 
signal to noise ratio. 
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C. Sensor Position/Repeatibilty 
 

Sensor position, in this case meaning the exact and consistent placing of the 
sensor, is very important to the repeatability of the system. Repeat ability means getting 
the same count for several readings taken consecutively when the sensor is not moved. 
This relationship between sensor position and repeatability becomes more and more 
critical as portable magnetometers increase in sensitivity. The following instances are of 
particular concern: areas of high gradients, areas where the diurnal field is changing 
rapidly, and areas where magnetic dust is present. It's because of these instances that a 
0.1 gamma magnetometer may not repeat as consistently as a 1 gamma unit. To 
illustrate, consider the following comparisons: 
 

HIGH GRADIENTS: In an area of l sq. meter where the magnetic field varies by 
several tenths of a gamma every 15 centimeters, a 1 gamma magnetometer 
will not be affected by moving the sensor slightly, or even moving it as much as 
30 or 40 cm. 

 
However, given those same conditions, the repeatability of a 0.1 gamma 
magnetometer will be affected, and possibly quite noticeably by moving the 
sensor as little as a few centimeters. 

 
RAPID DIURNAL CHANGES: Consider also that even if the sensor is held 

perfectly still, a 0.1 gamma magnetometer will pick up subtle changes in the 
diurnal field that a 1 gamma magnetometer would never detect. This is of 
particular concern during high sunspot activity. 

 
MAGNETIC DUST: Added to this is the possibility that the sensor itself may be 

magnetically contaminated due to an inclusion or surface adherence. This may 
affect data greatly if the sensor is rotated or the orientation continually 
changed. 

 
OPERATOR CONTAMINATION: A key, ring, knife, or other magnetic object 

carried by the survey operator can also become a source of errors in the 
magnetic data.  In addition, steel-clad batteries, if installed in the instrument, 
will almost certainly cause a field error at the sensor.  

 
As a note to the above, there may be other complications to repeatability. One is 
electrical noise in the system that may produce variations on the order of 0.1 gamma. 
Another possibility is the statistically random count of proton precession by the 
system. Again, a comparison between a 1.0 gamma magnetometer and a 0.1 gamma 
magnetometer is needed to make the point. 

 
To explain further, the G-856 operates by counting the frequency of spinning protons 

in the sensor (for more information see Applications Manual for Portable Magnetometers). 
The length of, or the amount of time involved in this count, affects repeatability in a very 
subtle way. For instance, in a 1 gamma magnetometer, given a normal 3 second cycle 
time, a certain number of protons will be available for the count. Take as an example the 
field value of 53795.2. The 1 gamma magnetometer will round that count to 53795. The 
next count is 53795.3. Again the magnetometer rounds to 53795. In a 0.1 gamma 
magnetometer, however, that count will be more accurate; the magnetometer reports the 
counts as 53795.2 and 53795.3 respectively. Of course, this accuracy lessens the 
repeatability. 
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D. Truncating Digits on the Display 
 

In areas of very high gradients, often times the environment does not permit the 
magnetometer to capture an accurate count. This happens because the sensor signal 
collapses, or dies, before the count time has ended, creating an inaccurate picture of the 
field. The operator will recognize the symptoms of high gradients by noting truncated 
digits on the display and a series of 5 quick beeps. When the signal has collapsed too 
soon, the magnetometer will drop the least significant digit and leave an incomplete 
reading on the display. 
 

Depending on the resolution you need, this is most likely not a problem. If the 
cause is high gradients, there is no need for 0.1 gamma resolution. A similar effect may 
be observed in very low fields. You can usually improve the signal strength by shortening 
the count time and/or lengthening the polarization time. See Using the Programming 
Switch in Chapter 4. 
 
E. Magnetic Environment 
 

In surveying, it's important that magnetic field readings be as true as possible and 
not be affected by articles of clothing and personal accessories. Jewelry, keys, watches, 
belt buckles, pocket knives, zippers, etc. can affect the total magnetic field reading. 
Objects suspected to be magnetic may be checked in the following manner: 
 

1. Mount the sensor on the staff, place the suspected article far away from the 
sensor, and take several readings. Each reading should repeat to ±1 gamma. 
(For details see Sensor Position/Repeatability on-the previous page.) 

 
2. Place the suspected article fairly close to the sensor, and again note the 

readings. 
 
3. Remove the article and again take several readings to check for a diurnal shift 

in the earth's field. If a shift is present, repeat the test. 
 
4. If no diurnal shift is present, you can assume that the article is magnetic if the 

first group and the second group of readings varied by more than 1 gamma. 
 
If the article is highly magnetic, or if the sensor is inside or near a building or 

vehicle, the proton precession signal will be lost, giving completely erratic readings (and 5 
quick beeps). 
 
 The magnetometer can not reliably be operated in areas that are known sources of 
radio frequency energy, where power line noise (transformers) is present, in buildings, or 
near highly magnetic objects. The sensor should always be placed on the staff above the 
ground, or in the "backpack". The sensor will NOT operate properly when placed directly 
on the ground. 
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F. Magnetic Surveys 
 

1. SURVEY OPERATION 
 

During survey operation and after the instrument is tuned to the local field intensity 
(refer to Chapter 1), the operator need only depress the READ key to observe the 
reading, and if the reading is acceptable, the STORE key. If the reading is in question, for 
example a sudden shift of several hundred gammas, another reading should be taken. 
 

2. DATA PROCESSING 
 
 For downloading and processing of G856 data see the MagMap 2000 manual.  
Also available for sonce body modeling is our analysis program MagPick, both available 
from our website. www.geometrics.com. 
 
Note: MagMap 2000 program will automatically do diurnal correction if both survey and 
base titles are downloaded into the program.  It is important that the clocks and days be 
synchronized prior to data recording. 
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Chapter 3 

 
Data Retrieval 

 
This chapter explains manual transcription of data for use if no PC computer is 

available. It also explains the process of using other instruments to retrieve data collected 
by the G-856 Memory-Mag magnetometer, presenting the possibilities that can be 
achieved.  Some computer knowledge is helpful in performing automatic retrieval of data. 
Nevertheless, even a novice will be able to print the magnetic field reading, the time each 
reading was taken, the line number, and the station number.  We recommend that you 
use MagMap2000 as your primary download and processing software program. 
 

Before beginning retrieval of data, be sure to check that the batteries are holding a 
sufficient charge well above 7.5 volts. Failure to do this could result in incorrect or 
incomplete data. A simple test of the battery voltage is to press READ when the sensor is 
not attached. A voltage of 9.0 volts or greater should be noted before beginning retrieval. 
 
A. Manual Transcription 
 

To manually retrieve data, find the first reading In the survey (often 000) from your 
field notes or by iteration (see Recalling from Memory). After the first reading is found and 
data written down, depress ENTER to increment the magnetometer as many times as 
needed to see and hand record all the data. 
 

If you are retrieving data from a base station, you will be looking for a specific time 
rather than a station number. Start with a guess and iterate until you find the precise time. 
 

Assume that you have completed a field survey which took four hours and that at 
the same time had a base station operating from one hour before to 20 minutes after the 
survey, taking readings at l0 second intervals. You have made a list of the field data 
including the time of each reading, and the first reading was recorded at 13:04:27. When 
the base station READ button is pushed, the STATION/DAY display flashes 1, followed 
by 919, so you know that your first survey reading is about one hour after the start of your 
five hour and twenty minute record containing 1919 readings. 
 

Pick reading 300 as a first guess and press: RECALL , SHIFT , 3, 0, 0, ENTER, 
TIME. The display will light with the Julian Date and a time, for example 12:50:02. This 
first guess was too early, so try 400 next: SHIFT , 4, 0, 0 ENTER. Notice that you do not 
need to press TIME again once you. are in the Time display mode. This time the display 
reads 13:07:42, a little too late. When you repeat the guess at 390, you get 13:05:02, a 
fairly close number. Now push RECALL  over and over, getting a sequence of numbers: 
13.04.52, 13.04.42, 13.04.32, 13.04.22. The last number is close enough. If your last 
guess had been just a little early, you could have advanced by pushing ENTER to 
increment the stack pointer. 
 

Once you have the desired time In the window, push FIELD, which returns the 
magnetic field reading to the display. That becomes your baseline for diurnal correction of 
the survey data.  Note that an automated diurnal correction process is included in 
MagMap2000 program described in separate documentation. 
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B. Use with a Computer 
 
The G-856AX was designed to be used with a computer for fast and accurate download 
and analysis of the data.  Geometrics has spent man-years developing and upgrading our 
magnetometer interface software.  Currently we are supplying MagMap2000 for use on 
IBM PC compatible computers running Windows 98, 98SE, NT, ME, 2000 and XP 
operating systems.  We will of course keep the software up to date on whatever current 
operating system is being used. 
 
MagMap offers a huge advantage when performing routine download, profiling, contouring 
and diurnal correction of magnetometer using a basestation.  The software has a special 
section designed especially for 856 interface and data handling.  We strongly recommend 
that the MagMap software be used for the data download and initial processing.  The 
latest version can be downloaded free of charge from our website www.geometrics.com.  
The complete operating manual is included in the software as a Adobe PDF document 
under Help.  Download the free Adobe Acrobat Reader from www.adobe.com. 
 
While we recommend that you spend the time to review the MagMap documentation, here 
are some of the things you can do with the software: 
 
1. Download the 856 memory using a RS-232 interface at 9600 baud.  This takes about 
10 minutes for a full memory land survey (5700 readings) or about 20 minutes for a full 
memory base station survey (12,500 readings).  Downloads can be for single sensor, dual 
sensor (gradiometer) or base station configurations. 
 
2. Define the Grid and interpolate all data.  MagMap allows the user to define the spacing 
between discrete readings and between survey lines.  Then the program assigns a 
position to each reading creating a uniform grid.  Positions are editable in individual or line 
mode.  Later this ASCII (Text) file of the position, mag reading and time can be exported 
to other popular analysis programs such as our free MagPick program, Geosoft or Surfer 
gridding and contouring analysis packages. 
 
3. Search the data for spikes or erroneous readings and remove them. 
 
4. Flag anomalies in the profile data that are associated with targets of interest 
(archeological, environmental, utility, ordnance, geological, etc.) and plot the flags on the 
position map showing where they are located on the survey grid. 
 
5. Create maps of the data in 2-D or 3-D mode with multiple color or shaded relief 
contours.  The Flags discussed in item 4 above are also reproduced on the 2-D and 3-D 
maps allowing the user to define the large position. 
 
6. Export the data for additional analysis.  Please review our stellar MagPick Processing 
Software package on our web site.  Note that this allows the user to estimate the target 
position, depth and size as well as make impressive contour maps.  Use of this software 
will take some effort on the part of the computer operator, but the results are well worth 
the effort.  
 
Please contact Customer Service (support@mail.geometrics.com) or Sales 
(sales@mail.geometrics.com) for additional support in using the 856 with computers. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Supplemental Information 

 
A. Instrument Storage 
 

After use: Disconnect the sensor cable from the magnetometer. 
 

Store all the components in the shipping container to prevent 
magnetic contamination. 

 
If the magnetometer system will be stored foe a long time, remove the batteries to 

prevent electrolytic leakage or corrosion of the contacts. DO NOT REMOVE THE 
LITHIUM BATTERY which is soldered into the circuit board. 
 

The recommended storage temperature for maximum battery life is 40°F (4°C). If 
you wish to store batteries for a long time, do so in your refrigerator. In addition, wrapping 
the cells in a plastic bag will prevent moisture formation while in the cold. These batteries 
should be allowed to warm up in the bag before being used. 
 
B. Batteries 
 

There are three kinds of batteries in the G-856 Memory-MagTM magnetometer. 
Basic operation is powered by 9 D-cell batteries or by optional rechargeable gel cell 
battery pack. The clock and memory are powered by a lithium battery installed on the 
digital circuit board when the main batteries are disconnected or removed. 
 
C. D-cell Battery Types 
 

When the magnetometer is used as a base station, alkaline D-cell batteries will 
work satisfactorily. Figure 6 compares the expected number of readings possible for 
different battery types. Note that an optional external sensor power cable is available for 
base station use that allows the user to connect a 12v car battery to power the system.  A 
typical fully charged car battery will last many days powering the 856 in base mode. 
 

When the sensor is mounted on the staff, only cardboard or plastic jacket batteries 
should be used. If steel jacketed batteries (carbon zinc or alkaline) are used in the 
console during survey operation a directional dependent shift of several gammas will 
occur and will bias the measurement. 

 
The optional internal gel cell battery pack is non-magnetic. 
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Figure 6 

 
 

Number of Readings per Battery Type 
 
  Readings Readings Jacket 
Battery Type Brand Name at 25°C at 0°C type 
 
Alkaline Burgess, Eveready 6,000  4,000  Steel 
 Duracell 
 
Standard Carbon- Burgess, Eveready 1,500  700  Cardboard 
Zinc (flashlight) Ray-O-Vac 
 
Premium Carbon- Eveready #1250*  3,000  1,700  Cardboard 
Zinc 
 
Internal Gel Cell Power Sonic*  Full Memory  Full Memory  Plastic 
      12000   12000 
 

Figure 6 is based upon one reading every 30 seconds, using the 3 second cycle 
time setting (see Switch Options following). Faster sampling rates will yield fewer 
readings, especially at lower temperatures. Photoflash and "Energizers" are not designed 
for this type of application, but may be used until proper batteries are available. It should 
be noted that battery capacity decreases rapidly below 0°C to only a few hundred 
readings at -20°C. These battery types will recover, however, when warmed above 0°C. 
(see D-cell Battery Low Temperature Operation.) 
 
D. D-cell Battery Voltage Indicator 
 

After READ is depressed and before a reading of the magnetic field comes up on 
the FIELD/TIME display, a number indicating battery voltage appears. The indicator will 
display BATT and some number up to 19.9. This number is the actual battery voltage. 
Because the measurement of this voltage occurs during the polarize cycle of the 
magnetometer, the battery voltage indicator reports the amount of charge left in the 
batteries when they are under load. 
 

It is possible that you may want to use an auxiliary power source with the G-856, 
which is why the indicator will read up to 19.9. When using just the internal D-cell 
batteries, however, the maximum voltage will read around 13.5 volts. When the indicator 
reads 8.2 volts the magnetometer will stop polarizing, and the batteries should be 
replaced. The "Low Batt" message will be displayed. 
 

If you continue to use batteries that have discharged below 8.2 volts, the 
magnetometer may not respond to keyboard commands. Also, complete and accurate 
data cannot be ensured of you begin retrieving data when the batteries are not holding a 
sufficient charge. See Chapter 3, Data Retrieval for details. 
 
 
 
*Available from Geometrics 
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E. Low Temperature Operation 
 
At temperatures below 0°, battery life decreases rapidly. At -20°C, for example, operation 
may be limited to only 100 readings per set of batteries. At these lower temperatures, an 
optional Battery Belt (P/N 16069-01) or rechargeable gel cell battery pack (p/n) should be 
used, or the console may be held close to the operator's person, under warm clothing. 
 
F. D-cell Battery Replacement 
 

1.  Unsnap and remove instrument cover. 
 

2. Replace batteries matching the polarity markings on the battery holders. 
 

3. Replace instrument cover. Be sure the instrument is seated all the way down in 
the case before trying to snap on the clops. Do not use the clips to force the 
unit into the case. Forcing them could cause breakage. 

 
G. Lithium or Keep Alive Battery 
 

In addition to the 9 D-cell batteries used to power the magnetometer in normal 
operation, there is an AA-size lithium battery, called the "keep alive" battery, used to 
power the clock and keep data in memory should the D-cells fail or be removed. The 
lithium cell should be changed about every 6-10 years. It is soldered into and underneath 
the top circuit board and should be replaced in the same manner. Be sure all data is 
removed from memory and recorded before the lithium battery is unsoldered from the 
circuit board. 
 
H. Lithium or Keep Alive Battery Replacement 
 

1.  Unclip the cover and slide it off the circuit boards. 
 

2. Remove the four screws holding the circuit boards together. As you separate 
the boards, unplug the cables noting their positioning as you do so. Lay the top 
circuit board down so the battery can be easily removed. 

 
3. Unsolder the battery wires and wipe any debris from the battery area. Clear the 

plate through holes. 
 

4. Check the polarity, then thread the lead wires on the new battery through the 
holes in the board. 

 
5. Measure the current drain form the battery if possible. Drain should not exceed 

50 micro amps. 
 

WARNING: Shorting the lithium battery will result in blowing an internal 
battery fuse and could result in over heating and possible 
explosion. Be sure the battery lead wires do not meet. 

 
6. Turn the board over and solder the lead wires to the pads. Trim off any extra 

wire. Connection is made with wires running through the center of the board. 
 

7.  Replace the circuit boards, cables, screws and cover. 
 

The clock will have to be reset after the battery is in place. 
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I. Maintenance and Troubleshooting 
 
POSSIBLE SURVEY DIFFICULTIES 
 
Survey Difficulty Probable Cause Corrective Action 
Low Signal Amplitude 
(Display indicates less than 
4 volts) 

1. Magnetometer out of 
tune. 

1. Retune magnetometer. 

 2. Very high gradients. 2. Move out of the area or 
try switching to a short 
count. 

 3. Broken sensor cable. 3. Replace or fix cable. 
 4. Loss of sensor fluid. 4. Fill sensor with Shell 

SOL-71 to about 1/2 cm 
from the top. 

 5. Sensor coil axis parallel 
to field. 

5. Align sensor North-
.South or in the 
saddlemount position. 

   
Field display shows 
truncated digits (poor signal 
to noise ratio) and 5 beeps 
heard when reading taken 

1. 50-60 Hz interference. 1. Move away from 
interference. 

 2. Microphonics. 2. Avoid vibration 
mechanical shock to sensor 
while surveying. 

 3. Broken sensor cable. 3. Replace or fix cable. 
 4. High gradients. 4. See Erratic Readout. 
 5. Generally weak signal. 5. Lengthen polarize time. 
   
Erratic Readout 1. Magnetic storm or 

micropulsations. 
1. Try later, especially at 
night. 

 2. High geomagnetic 
gradient. 

2. Hold sensor perfectly 
still. Try shortened count. 

 3. Magnetic objects on 
operator. 

3. Remove iron objects 
from pockets, belt, etc. 

 4. Magnetic dirt on sensor. 4. Scrub or scrape 
magnetic particles off 
sensor. 

 5. Review causes under 
"field display shows 
truncated digits. 

 

 6. Low battery voltage. 6. Replace batteries. 
   
Displays do not light 1. Poor battery contact. 1. Check for loose 

batteries. Bend out contacts 
and clean. 

 2. Low battery voltage 2. Remove batteries, then 
repress reset switch (SW2). 

 3. Internal memory error. 3. Replace batteries. 
   
No reading on 
STATION/DAY display 

1. Interboard cable not 
connected. 

1. Check cable for proper 
connection. 
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Low Battery Voltage 
Indication 

1. Low voltage. 1. Replace batteries. 

   
Display reads "ERROR". 1. STORE depressed when 

no reading lit on the 
display. 

1. Take new reading, 
depress STORE before 
displays go out. 

 2. FIELD depressed when 
depressing TIME did not 
precede it. 

2. FIELD reading already 
displayed. The FIELD key 
is used to return to the first 
half of memory line. See 
Chapter 1, "Recalling from 
Memory". 

 3. Incorrect or invalid key or 
key sequence depressed. 

3. Consult Chapter 1. 
Depress key sequence 
again. 

   
Display reads "data Err" 1. Internal memory error 1. Print out or transcribe all 

stored data, then depress 
ERASE ERASE. 

 2. Power removed while 
instrument was in operating 
mode. 

2. Dump stored data into 
recording device, then 
press ERASE ERASE. 

 3. Power interrupt during 
AUTO cycle or OUTPUT. 

3. Remove batteries. Press 
the INTERNAL RESET 
button on CPU board 
16635-01. Install batteries. 
Set clock. 

 4. Lithium battery 
malfunction. 

4. Measure lithium battery 
voltage. If voltage is less 
than 3.2V, replace. (See 
page 30.) 

 5. Control board. 5. Return board (P/N 
16621). 

   
Display reads FULL 1. Memory capacity is full of 

data. 
1. Transcribe and erase 
some data to create 
memory space. 

   
Console will not tune 1. Poor signal-to-noise 

ratio. See display reads 
truncated digits. 

 

 2. Low battery voltage. 2. Replace batteries. 
   
Err message when tuning 1. Disable Autotune 

function. 
1. See page 49 on. 
Autotune. 

   
Partial numeric Display 1. Control board 

malfunctioning. 
1. Return board (P/N 
16621). 
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J. The RS-232 Interface 
 
1. WHAT IS RS-232C? 
 

In 1963, the Electronic Industry Association (EIA) established a standard to specify 
levels and protocol for interfacing data-terminal and data-communications equipment that 
use serial binary interchange. The latest revision to this standard has been in effect since 
1969 and is referred to as RS-232C. While RS-232C specifies a very complex group of 
date lines and signal levels, most devices equipped with interfaces called "RS-232C" in 
fact offer a subset of the standard as their interface method. The G-856 is one such 
device. The RS-232C cable for the G-856 is provided with a 9-pin female D-connector. 
 
2. CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENT 
 

Only 3 of 22 standard RS-232C data transmission lines are used in the G-856. The 
Geometrics standard RS-232C interface cable, Part Number 16492-01, is wired to 
connect directly to a PC 9-pin serial port. 
 

The following figure lists the functions assigned to each pin of the RS-232 cable 
from the G-856. 

Figure 7 
9-pin G-856 
connector Front 
RS-232 Panel Function Description 
 
 2 T Transmit Data - from the G-856 
 5 D Signal Ground - Zero reference for interface 
 7 G Clear To Send - When low, inhibits G-856 output. 
    Leave open if not used. 
 
3. VOLTAGE LEVELS 
 

The RS-232C standard specifies voltage levels for the various data and protocol 
lines of the interface as ±12V nominal, with voltages from 5V to 25V being acceptable. A 
logical "1" (mark, off or false state) is indicated when the voltage at the interface point is 
more negative than -3V; a logical "0" (space, on or true state) is indicated when the 
voltage is more positive than +3V. Many "RS-232" devices, including the G-856, use 0 
and +5 volts for these two logic levels ("TTL levels") instead of ±12V. Most devices 
designed to work with ±12V will operate correctly with "TTL levels" but there are 
exceptions. Many large mainframe computers and some minicomputers require data over 
long cables. If your external equipment requires full ±12V RS-232 levels, you will need to 
construct or purchase a TTL-to-bipolar interface driver. A schematic of such an interface 
driver appears in Appendix B. 
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Figure 8 
 

Wiring Diagram - Front Panel Connector 
 

Pin Function Remarks 

A Sensor 

B Sensor 

C Sensor Shield 

D Ground Power and Control Ground 

E No Connection 

F  Data Accepted Input from External Device 

G Clear to Send 

H Battery Positive Connected to Internal Battery 

J  Data 0 
 
K Data 1 Note: Serial BCD is no longer used 
   Character 
L Data 2   Serial 
   BCD Out 
M Data 3  
   
N Data Valid 
 
P End of Data 
  External Power In. Otherwise 
R Instrument Power Jumper to H 
   
S Synchronization External Read/Store Command 
 
T Transmit Data 
   Part of RS-232 
U Receive Data 
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WARNING. Clear all operating functions before removing external power or 
internal batteries. Failure to clear functions may produce a DATA ERROR. Before 
clearing the error it is imperative that stored data be dumped into a recording 
device to prevent complete loss of data stored in memory 
 

 
4. OUTPUT FORMAT 
 
 The G-856 data format on RS-232 and BCD outputs is as follows: 
 
 a. Each transmitted character is in ASCII code and consists of: 
 
 1 start bit (always logic "1") 
 7 data bits (ASCII encoded) 
 1 parity bit (always logic "0") 
 2 stop bits (always logic "0") 
 
 b. Each line of data transmitted by the G-856 is as described on Page 33 and 

consists of 29 ASCII characters: 
 
   # of Characters 
 Space or asterisk (*) 1 
 Line number 3 
 Space 1 
 Julian day 3 
 Space 1 
 Time 6 
 Space 1 
 Station number 4 
 Space 1 
 Field 6 
 Carriage return, line feed 2 
 
 c. After all data has been transferred by the G-856, a final character (ASCII 

EOT) is transmitted. 
 
 d. Transmission of data is initiated as described in the G-856 manual, page 

33. 
 
 a. Press Output ; Display: Out 
 b. Optional: Press Shift , NNN; to begin output from station number NNN 
 c. Press Enter ; display should begin flashing with number in lower window 

incrementing as each station's data is transmitted. 
 
Be sure that the baud rates of the magnetometer and device being transmitted to match 
and that G-856 Txd line is connected to computer Rxd line. 
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5. EXTERNAL POWER 
 

The G856 may be run from external power if desired. Usually you will want to do 
this because the internal batteries are not sufficient for some specific applications: when 
surveying in extremely cold weather, or when using the three-reading average (or long 
polarize) on a base station. The instrument may also be run on 18 volts instead of 13.5 
volts to improve the signal to noise ratio. 
 

For this application, connect the external 12v car battery positive to pin R, and the 
negative terminal to pin D (ground). The G-856 may also be operated from a DC power 
supply, but this sometimes introduces interference that noticeably reduces signal quality. 
It is a good idea to install a 1.5-2 ampere fuse in the power input line. 
 
6. EXTERNAL CONTROL OF OPERATION 
 
If pin S, Synchronization, is connected to pin D, ground, the instrument will take a reading 
and store it automatically. This feature was provided so that a external device could 
control operation of the magnetometer, and so that readings could be synchronized as 
desired. You can connect two G-856 magnetometers together so that the readings will be 
made simultaneously. In a small-area survey (most commonly in archaeological 
applications) a long cord can be run to the base station for more precise diurnal 
corrections. You may also wire two G-856 magnetometers together to make a portable 
gradiometer. 
 

Possibly the most interesting application is in simplifying field operation. If you 
locate a push-button switch (non-magnetic) and tape it to your staff about shoulder height 
and wire it to SYNC, you can use the hand holding the staff to operate the magnetometer. 
You sacrifice the discretion of examining each datum before storing it, but you gain a lot in 
convenience. Note also that you can use the Auto operation as an alternative and acquire 
data in “walking” mode. Once you establish a good interval between readings, just walk 
and stop while the instrument takes its data, then walk to the next point. 
 

Note: SYNC is an output as well as an input. If a G-856 starts a cycle, either 
because read was pressed or because of Auto operation, SYNC is pulled low and held 
low until the end of polarize time, then it is released. If SYNC is pulled low externally, the 
cycle is started. External SYNC may be momentary or held low. If momentary, Pol will 
shut off at the normal time. If held low Pol time will be extended until SYNC is released. In 
this manner, two G-856s, wired in parallel, will be synchronized. Either unit may provide 
the start command. 
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K. Using the Programming Switch 
 
LOCATION AND PURPOSE 
 

The G-856 has a small programming switch on the microprocessor circuit board. 
This switch is actually a set of eight individual switches in a small plastic assembly about 
1 cm by 2-I/2 cm in size. Its purpose is to allow you to adjust the operation of the 
instrument to make it more noise insensitive, accurate, power efficient or suited to your 
specific application. 
 

To locate the switch, remove the instrument from its case just as you do to replace 
batteries. Look near the right rear corner on the top circuit board. You will find a 
rectangular switch with eight small levers. Because of its size, you will need a small, 
pointed object like a pencil to change the switch settings. Notice that the eight levers will 
have their "on" position identified by the word ON or by a small dot (different types are 
available and. interchangeable). You will also find the number 1 through 8 next to each 
small lever, identifying the individual switches. Typically switching 1 through 5 are off, 
switches 6, 7, and 8 are on. 
 
SWITCHES 1 THROUGH 4 (POLARIZE AND COUNT TIME) 
 

The first four switches adjust the polarize time and affect the sensitivity, speed, 
and power consumption of the instrument.  There are two operations in a proton 
precession magnetometer.  First, a current is fed to a coil of wire immersed in the 
hydrocarbon fluid, causing the protons in the fluid to align (polarize cycle). Then, the 
current is removed and proton precessions are counted for a short period (count cycle). 
These operations take time, and there are tradeoffs to be made in the selection of the 
length of time involved in each. 
 

In the case of the polarize cycle, the current should be left on long enough to 
produce a good signal, but not so long that battery power is wasted and not so long that 
the reading cycle becomes inconveniently long. The precession signal, on the other hand, 
decays rapidly, and the best readings are obtained by counting for most of the strong 
(early) part of the cycle. Selection of the best time is again a tradeoff, since the duration 
depends on the polarization power, and also on the field strength and the magnetic 
gradient (high gradients cause the signal to collapse more rapidly). 
 
Setting Options Switches 1 through 4 
 

Switch 1, when on, will extend the polarize time from under two seconds to almost 
three seconds. Using this switch will give you a stronger precession signal, but lengthen 
the total cycle time and therefore shorten battery life. 
 

Switch 2, when on, will shorten the polarize cycle to less than one second 
regardless of switch 1's position. This will speed up the cycle time and increase battery 
life, but the result is a weaker precession signal which in turn can result in lower accuracy. 
 

Switch 3, when on, will shorten the precession signal count time. This of course, 
will speed up the cycle slightly, but more importantly this setting will help you get good, 
valid data under conditions where the precession signal might decay very rapidly, in areas 
of high gradients and low field values.  When the switch is on, however, the resolution of 
the magnetic field becomes .2 rather than .1 gammas.  This is the first switch that should 
be adjusted if the instrument is giving erratic or noisy readings. 
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Switch 4, when on, will cause the instrument to automatically take three readings, 
and compute the average. This obviously is designed to give you the highest possible 
sensitivity, at some significant sacrifice of cycle time and power consumption. 
 (Note: This option is rarely used as the increase in sensitivity is usually not warranted by 
increase in survey time and battery consumption.) 
 
 
 

Near the magnetic equator, the field is very weak and many proton 
magnetometers do not operate well, especially those optimized for higher latitudes. Often, 
the signal may be small and decays before the end of the count period. The solution is to 
extend the polarization time (switch 1) and shorten the count time (switch 3) so that 
counting is finished before the signal goes away. You may find that switch 3 is sufficient 
for good data, or you may need both switches. Remember that you may also need to 
rotate the sensor into the saddlemount position using the optional mounting bracket. 
 

In high gradients, the problem is similar to the situation at the magnetic equator in 
that the signal collapses before the end of the count. You will know you are in an area of 
high gradients when the display truncates, or drops the least significant digit and you hear 
5 quick beeps. The solution is the same as that for the equator, switch 1 and switch 3 are 
used. 
 

Using switch 2 and switch 3 gives a much faster cycle time, longer battery life, and 
less sensitivity. You would use this combination when accuracy is not important, but 
speed and battery life are important. 
 

Remember that you can also improve the signal by operating the G-856 at a 
higher voltage. External power connections as well as other inputs are accessed through 
the front panel connector. The instrument will operate on 18 volts, with a corresponding 
increase in polarization power. You can also operate with longer cables in this manner. 
Please note that the G-856 should give satisfactory performance with its normal 12-volt. 
supply and the above option is only for special situations. 
 

For highest sensitivity, switch 1 (long polarize) will help. In addition, switch 4 (3 
reading average) used with or without switch 1 will again increase signal to noise ratio. 
Because of the lengthening of the total cycle time needed to perform 3 count averaging, 
this setting is probably most applicable to base station recording. 
 

Because of the increased power needed to perform 3 reading average (when 
switch 4 is on), you should consider using alkaline batteries, or external power if switch 1 
(long polarize) is also used. The standard batteries supplied with the G-856 will not last 
through the time it takes to fill the memory when 3 count averaging is being applied. 
 

In summary, proper selection of the polarize and count options will require some 
judgment on the part of the user, but having this flexibility can produce better data under 
difficult condition. 
 

Switch 5 (Display off after 5 minutes auto cycle) 
 

Switch 5 is applicable to the AUTO mode. In some uses of automatic recording, it 
will be desirable to have the readings displayed as they are taken and stored. Typically 
would be for portable surveys where the operator wishes to automatically record (to save 
button pushing and to increase the number of readings storable), yet wants to monitor the 
operation. But, in other cases, base station recording for example, there would be no 
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value in lighting the display, since the display uses about half the power consumption and 
the system is operated unattended. 
 
Setting Options Switch 5 
 

If switch 5 is turned on, the display will blank if the keyboard is not exercised for 
five minutes. When you first set up the instrument, the display will light for five minutes to 
allow initial monitoring of the operation, but after you leave and those minutes have 
elapsed, the display will shut down to save power. 
 

If switch 5 is off, the display will continue to light each cycle indefinitely. 
 
SWITCHES 6, 7, AND 8 (BAUD RATE) 
 

Switches 6, 7 and 8 are used to set the baud rate. The RS-232 interface will output 
data at selected speeds, called the baud rate. Different types of devices can send and 
receive at different rates or combinations of rates. A mechanical teletype with an RS-232 
interface will receive at 110 baud. A standard telephone line with a modem will 
communicate at 300 baud. Printers with RS-232 interfaces may handle 300 or 600 baud 
(and others). Computers, of course, can handle high speeds of data transmission at 9600 
band. The data handling device that you connect to the G-856 will either have a specified 
baud rate or a selection of baud rates. You will want to use the fastest combination 
available between the two instruments, but they must be set to the same baud rate to 
transfer data. 
 

The data transfer rate in characters per second is approximately one/tenth the 
baud rate. A reading contains about 30 characters (FIELD, TIME, STATION NUMBER, 
DAY, LINE NUMBER, spaces, punctuation marks, carriage returns, line feed, and some 
null characters to allow time for the mechanism to return to the start of a new line). That 
means that a single reading will require as much as three seconds to print on a slow telex 
machine, or as little as I/5 of a second to feed into a computer. 
 
 
Figure 9 and Table C-1 (Appendix B) show the switch option settings. 
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Figure 9 
Switch Setting Options 

 
SWITCH 
 
 S1 S2 
 
1  OFF OFF NORMAL 
 POLARIZE TIME ON OFF LONG 
2  ON ON SHORT 
  ON ON SHORT 
 
3 READ TIME OFF  NORMAL - 920 ms 
  ON  SHORT - 460 ms 
 
4 3 READING AVERAGE OFF  NORMAL 
  ON  AVERAGE 
 
5 AUTO CYCLE OFF  NORMAL 
 DISPLAY ON  DISPLAY SHUTS DOWN 
 
6 BAUD RATE SELECT (See Table C-1) 
7  
8  
 
 
L. USING THE RESET SWITCH  
 
There is a small red and white push button reset switch in between the circuit boards on 
the left hand side of the instrument chassis.  Should the instrument experience a 
processor lock up, it may be necessary to reset the G-856.  Care should be taken when 
using this switch as all memory and internal settings such as the Clock and Cycle times 
will be reset to default settings.  Make sure you attempt to download the data prior to 
using this switch. 
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M. SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 Displays Six digit display of magnetic field to resolution of 
  0.1 gamma or time to nearest second. Additional three 
  digit display of station, day of year, and line number. 
 
 Resolution Typically 0.1 gamma in average conditions. May 
  degrade to lower resolution in weak fields, noisy 
  conditions or high gradients. 
 
 Absolute One gamma, limited by remnant magnetism in sensor and 
 Accuracy crystal oscillator accuracy. 
 
 Clock Julian clock with stability of 5 seconds per month at 
  room temperature and 5 seconds per day over the 
  temperature range of -20 to +50 degrees Celsius. 
 
 Tuning Push button tuning from keyboard with current value 
  displayed on request. Tuning range 20 to 90 
  kilogammas. 
 
 Gradient Tolerates gradients to 1800 gammas/meter. When high 
 Tolerance gradients truncate count interval, maintains partial 
  reading to an accuracy consistent with data. 
 
 Cycle Time Complete field measurement in three seconds in normal 
  operation. Internal switch selection for faster cycle 
  (1.5 seconds) at reduced resolution or longer cycles 
  for increased resolution. 
 
 Manual Read Takes reading on command. Will store data in memory 
  on command. 
 
 Memory Stores more than 5000 readings in survey mode, keeping 
  track of time, station number, line number day and 
  magnetic field reading. In base station operation, 
  computes for retrieval but does not store time of 
  recording designated by sample interval, allowing 
  storage of up to 12,000 readings. 
 
 Output Plays data out in standard RS-232 format at selectable 
  baud rates. Also outputs data in real time byte 
  parallel, character serial BCD for use with digital 
  recorders. 
 
 Inputs Will accept an external sample command. 
 
 Special An internal switch allows: 1) adjustment of 
 Functions polarization time and count time to improve 
  performance in marginal areas or to improve resolution 
  or speed operation, 2) three count averaging, 
  3) choice of lighted displays in auto mode. 
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 Physical Instrument console:  7 x 10 ½ x 3 ½  inches 
    (18 x 27 x 9 cm) 6 LB (2.7 kg) 
  Sensor:   3 1/2 x 5 inches (9 x 13 cm) 
    4 LB (1.8 kg) 
 Staff:  1 inch x 8 feet (3cm x 2.5m) 
   2 LB (1kg) 
 
 Environmental Meets specifications from 1 to 40°C. Operates 
  satisfactorily from -20 to 50°C. 
 
 Power Operates from 9 D-cell flashlight batteries (or 13.5 
  volts external power). May be operated at 18 volts 
  external power to improve resolution. Power failure 
  or replacement of batteries will not cause loss of 
  data stored in memory. 
 
ACCESSORIES 
 
Standard: Sensor 
 Staff 
 Backpack 
 Two sets of batteries 
 Carrying case 
 Applications Manual for Portable Magnetometers 
 RS-232 Cable 
 
Optional: Cold weather battery belt 
 Rechargeable Battery option 
 50' External power / Sensor cable 
 Spares Kit 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Operation Short Reference Guide 
 
1) Clearing a key sequence        CLEAR     
 
2) Taking and Storing a Reading        READ        STORE 
 
3) Recalling from Memory --last reading taken 

RECALL   (continue pressing RECALL to decrement memory location, press 
ENTER to increment memory location) 

4) Recalling from Memory --specific station number 

 

RECALL  SHIFT  (station) #  (station) #  (station) #  ENTER 

5) Tuning the magnetometer 

 

READ  TUNE  SHIFT  TUNING #  TUNING #  ENTER 

6) Erasing data -- last reading 
 

  READ  RECALL  ERASE  ERASE   
 
 
7) Erasing Data  -- last group of readings 
 

RECALL  SHIFT  (station) +  (station) +  (station) +  ENTER 

ERASE  ERASE         
 
 
8) Erasing Data --  entire memory 
 

RECALL  SHIFT  0  ENTER  ERASE  ERASE 
 
 
9)  Time and Line Number Display 

TIME 
 
 
10) Line Number Set 

(press while reading is being 
displayed -- see RECALL) 
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TIME  SHIFT  (line) +  (line) +  (line) +  ENTER 
 
 
11) Julian Day set 
 

AUTO  TIME  SHIFT  (day) +  (day) +  (day) + 

ENTER           
 
 
12) Julian Day and Time Set 
 

AUTO  TIME  SHIFT  (day) +  (day) +  (day) + 

(hour) +  (hour) +  (minute) +  (minute) +  ENTER   
 

13) Output Initiate 

 

OUTPUT  ENTER         

 

14) Output Stop 

 

OUTPUT  CLEAR         

 

15) Setting Auto Mode  

 

AUTO  SHIFT  (seconds) +  (seconds) +  ENTER   

16) Auto Mode Off 
 

AUTO  CLEAR         
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Appendix B 
 
OPERATING THE MODIFIED MODEL G-856 (UNITS HAVING SERIAL NUMBER 27351 

AND ABOVE, AND USER-MODIFIED UNITS) AND THE MODEL G-856X 
 

Because of several performance improvements included in the (1) Model G-856X, 
(2) later models of the Model G-856, and (3) instruments that have been retrofitted to 
upgrade their performance*, the operating procedures of these instruments differ from 
those of the earlier, unmodified Model G-856 magnetometers. This appendix describes 
these performance improvements and the new operating procedures. 
 
Beeper/Annunciator 
 

The beeper/annunciator sounds once each time a key is touched, three times after 
data from memory have completely transferred through the RS-232 output, and five times 
whenever high gradients or noise are detected. 

 
Julian Date Display 

 
To distinguish a Julian date from a line number, each Julian date is displayed with a 

trailing decimal point in all modes (DISPLAY, RECALL, etc.). 
 

Expanded Baud Rate Selection 
 
Table B-1 lists the expanded baud rate selection and the programming switch settings 

required to configure the magnetometer for a specific rate. Note that Switch 8 is now 
operable. 
 

Table B-1 

BAUD RATE SELECTION 

 Baud Rate Programming Switch Setting 

 
 Switch 6 Switch 7 Switch 8 
 
 110 OFF OFF OFF 
 150 ON OFF OFF 
 300 OFF ON OFF 
 600 ON ON OFF 
 1200 OFF OFF ON 
 2400 ON OFF ON 
 4800 OFF ON ON 
 9600 ON ON ON 
 
* Two retrofit kits are available: Kit 16640-O1 upgrades an earlier model G-856 to have 
the newer software features described in this appendix. Kit 16640-02 will essentially 
convert a Model G-856 to a Model G-856X, complete with expanded memory. 
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Operation in the Base Station (Auto Cycle) Mode 
 

Table B-2 is a listing of the functions that can and cannot be executed in the base 
station (auto cycle) operating mode. 
 

Table B-2 

BASE STATION MODE (AUTO CYCLE) FUNCTIONS 

Allowed Functions 

 RECALL  (recalls stored readings) 

 TUNE  (tunes the magnetometer) 

 TIME  (displays time and line number) 

 AUTO-TIME  (displays time and Julian day) 

 AUTO-TUNE  (enters or exits auto-tune mode) 

 AUTO-TUNE-SHIFT  (adjust cable capacitance) 

 AUTO -ERASE  (enters or exits auto-erase mode) 

  Disallowed Functions* 

 OUTPUT (outputs data) 

 READ (takes a reading) 

 STORE (stores reading) 

 AUTO-ENTER (enters auto cycle) 

 AUTO-TIME-SHIFT (changes time or Ray) 
 
*If an attempt is made to activate a disallowed function, the display will read out 
 
 Auto  FIELD/TIME  

      
 Err   STATION/DAY  
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Faster Cycling In Base Station (Auto Cycle) Mode 
 

As shown in Table B-2, single and three-cycle-averaged times for operation in the 
base station mode have been reduced by approximately one second for all polarization 
and reading (gate) configurations. The table breaks out the selection of cycle time and the 
appropriate programming switch configurations. 

 
Table B-3 
 

CYCLE TIME SELECTION 
 

Single 
Cycle 

Three-Reading 
Average 

  Programming 
Switch 
Setting 

 

(seconds) (seconds)  Switch 0 Switch 1 Switch 2 
 (switch 4 ON)  (Long Pol, if 

ON) 
(Short Pol) (Short Gate if 

ON) 
      
4 10  OFF OFF OFF 
5 13  ON OFF OFF 
3 7  OFF ON OFF 
3 7  ON ON OFF 
3 7  OFF OFF ON 
4 10  ON OFF ON 
2 6  OFF ON ON 
2 6  ON ON ON 

 
Memory Operation 
 

The Model G-856X has a memory capacity of 12,000 readings taken in the base 
station operating mode or 5,700 readings taken in the field reading operating mode. 
Models with serial numbers of 27351 or greater have a memory capacity of 2,950 base 
station readings and 1,450 in-the-field readings. Note that you have the additional option 
of specifying a G-856X memory for retrofitting your early model G-856 to maximum 
memory capacity.  
 
 A reading is stored in memory when the       STORE   key is pressed 
after a reading is made. To indicate that a reading has been stored, 
     STORED          Field/Time  is displayed 
 

To erase a reading recalled from memory and all readings following that reading, 
the       ERASE   key is pressed twice while the recalled reading is being displayed. The 
display will change to      ERASED          Field/Time. 
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By continuously depressing         ENTER        or       RECALL       key when recalling 
readings, the readings will be automatically reviewed at an increasing rate; for example, 
the read out rate will start at one reading every half second, then increase within 10 
seconds to 5-6 readings every second. 
 
    DATA    FIELD / TIME.  Should data in memory become corrupted 

Err   STATION / DAY  will be displayed whenever a key is depressed. However, even 
though this message is displayed, most keystroke sequences are valid. If the stored data 
are not totally corrupted, the stored information may still be reviewed or output to an RS-
232 device to recover the remaining uncorrupted data. Once the data have been 
recovered the   ERASE     key can be depressed twice to reset the instrument and 
completely clear the memory. See note on page 17 
 

One way that memory may be corrupted is by removing power (either by 
disconnecting an external power device or by removing the internal batteries) while the G-
856 is in an operating mode; e.g., auto cycle. In most cases only the last reading will be 
affected, so the remaining stored data should be transferred to a storage device (a 
computer or recorder). This transfer must be done before the ERASE ERASE sequence is 
followed or all of the data in memory will be lost. Until the error is cleared, you will not be 
able to reactivate the auto cycle mode. 
 
Tuning 
 

Tuning is accomplished automatically. When the automatic tuning function is 
activated, the tuning value is automatically updated after each field reading--unless a high 
gradient is being read. To activate the automatic tuning function press: 
 

AUTO   TUNE   ENTER 
 
This key sequence will activate the following displays: 
 
Auto  FIELD/TIME  A  tunE  FIELD/TIME 
       
x x  STATION/DAY  oFF  STATION/DAY 

       
 
 
 While the automatic tuning function is enabled, the instrument cannot be manually 
tuned. The tuning value and signal level may be displayed but they cannot be changed. 
Attempts to manually tune the instrument will produce this display: 
 
     A  tunE       FIELD/TIME   

 
  Err       STATION/DAY 
 

 
 
 

Note:  For best performance, manual tune the 
G-856 before taking the first reading of a 
survey area, then activate the automatic 
tuning function. 
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To deactivate the automatic tuning function 
 

AUTO  TUNE  CLEAR 
 
The display will be:  
 
Auto  FIELD/TIME  A  tunE  FIELD/TIME 
       
x x  STATION/DAY  on  STATION/DAY 

       
 
 
To determine whether the instrument is in the automatic running mode, press  
    AUTO                   TUNE         The display will indicate whether the 
automatic tuning is on 
 
 A  tunE  FIELD/TIME  

      
 on   STATION/DAY  
     
Or off A  tunE  FIELD/TIME  

      
 off   STATION/DAY  
 
 
 

To ensure the optimum performance of the automatic tuning function, the 
magnetometer tuning value should be matched to the capacitance of the sensor cable. 
Most Geometrics cables for portable sensors have a capacitance of .03 nano-farads per 
foot; thus, the standard portable sensor cable supplied with the G-856 has a total 
capacitance of 0.2 nano-farads. To match the instrument's automatic tuning function to 
this standard cable, press 

 

AUTO  TUNE  SHIFT 
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The display will read  
 
    Auto        FIELD/TIME      A  tunE       FIELD/TIME  
 
    x x       STATION/DAY      on  (or off)     STATION/DAY 
 
    CAP        FIELD/TIME      CAP       FIELD/TIME  
 
    x x x      STATION/DAY          -      STATION/DAY 
 
Key in the capacitance of the sensor cable  
 

  SHIFT  0              SHIFT  0              AUTO    
and press       ENTER     
 
 
Addendum to Memory Operation' 
 

In the field mode, a reading can be taken and automatically stored each time  

   READ    is depressed. To enter the auto store mode, depress the following keys: 
 
 AUTO  STORE  ENTER 
 
To clear the auto store mode press: 
 
 AUTO  STORE  CLEAR 
 
In the base station mode the G-856X can be configured to take readings even if the 
memory is full. In this auto erase mode, the earliest sixteen stored readings will be deleted 
and the instrument will continue to take readings. To enter the auto erase mode, depress 
the following keys: 
 
 AUTO  ERASE  ENTER 
 
To clear the auto erase mode, depress: 
 
 AUTO  ERASE  CLEAR 
 
To determine if either the Auto Store or the Auto Erase feature is ON or OFF, press  
 
 AUTO STORE or ERASE 
  

Then 
press 
either    

The display will indicate whether the feature is ON or OFF. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

G-856 GRADIOMETER OPTION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. PURPOSE 
 

The G-856 Gradiometer Option allows a single G-856 chassis to take successive 
reads from two vertically separated sensors. The result is a measurement of vertical 
gradient independent of time variations. See Note 1. 
 
2. CONTENTS 
 

This option consists of a Remote Start Switch Box, two special sensor cables, a 
special second sensor, a staff modification kit, and a Velcro strip. 
 
3. PREPARATION 
 

Configure the G-856 console for normal polarize, normal gate, 9600 Baud data 
transfer and disable 3 read averaging by setting switches 1 through 4 to "off" and 6 
through 8 to "on" on the G-856X CPU board. 
 

Assemble the staff and sensors. Start by removing the standard cable from the 
original sensor and attaching one of the special sensor cables. Next, connect the staff 
modification kit parts to the top of one staff section and the bottom of another staff section 
so that the threaded shafts point towards each other. The second sensor, with two 
threaded caps, will mount between the two staff sections. Sensor separation may be 
controlled by choosing an appropriate pair of staff sections. 
 
 Typical sensor separation will be two staff sections or 4 ft.  Thus the top sensor will 
be at 8 ft and the lower sensor at 4 ft.  Care must be taken not to allow the lower sensor to 
come close to the console (hold at arms length) due to the magnetic effects of it’s circuitry 
and batteries. 
 

Then assemble staff sections and mount the sensors. The sensor cables may now 
be connected to the Remote Start Switch box, and the Remote Start Switch may be 
connected to the G-856 front panel connector. Attach the Velcro strip to the top of the G-
856 black front panel bezel. Mount the Remote Start box to this mating Velcro strip. 
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4. OPERATION 
 

To initiate a gradiometer read cycle, depress the Cycle button on the Remote Start 
Switch. The G-856 will then take two readings, the first from the bottom sensor, and the 
second from the top sensor. Data will be automatically stored. 
 
5. DATA STORAGE 
 

Gradiometer readings are stored as pairs of field readings. Assuming that the G-
856 memory were cleared before operation as a gradiometer, reading 000 would be from 
the bottom sensor reading and 001 would be the first top sensor reading. From then on, 
each even numbered reading will be from the bottom sensor and each odd numbered 
reading will be from the top sensor. The RS-232 output format is described on page 35 of 
this G-856 manual.  MagMap 2000 automatically separates these interleaved readings 
into two data files 
 
 Note 1: 
 
 Since readings taken using the gradiometer Box are treated by the magnetometer 
as external cycles, the internal memory pointer is not updated. Therefore pressing 
"Recall" may not display the last reading as with internal operation. To view the last 
reading taken in gradiometer mode press "Recall" "Shift". Then enter a number equal to or 
greater than the last reading. When erasing a gradiometer station, the last two readings 
must be erased. 
 
 Note 2: 
 
 In situations where changes in the earth's field are significant during the interval 
between sensor reads, some correction of the data will be necessary. 
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE 

 
Warranty 

 
Geometrics full warrants the Proton Precession Magnetometer to be free of defects in 
material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of acceptance. 
Geometrics maintains good commercial practices in the manufacture of equipment. In the 
event of malfunction, Geometrics, at its own expense will repair or replace any material, 
equipment, work, or parts that prove defective or deficient under normal operating 
conditions. 
 
Except for the express warranty stated above, Geometrics disclaims all warranties of 
merchantability and fitness, and any stated express warranties herein are in lieu of all 
obligations or liability on the part of Geometrics for damages, including but not limited to 
special, indirect or consequential damages arising out of, or in connection with the use or 
performance of the equipment. 
 
Geometrics reserves the right to perform warranty services FOB San Jose or at the 
customer's installation site. Geometrics is not responsible for delays or defects in the 
quality of results from misuse, mishandling, unauthorized modifications, installation, or 
other operation conditions out side its control. 
 
Should warranty service or technical advice be required, contact Geometrics. No warranty 
service will be performed unless the customer secures authorization from Geometrics 
prior to returning equipment. If this instrument or any part of it is returned to the factory for 
any reason, please complete this form and include it with the instrument or part being 
returned. 
 
SHIP TO: 

Geometrics Inc. 
2190 Fortune Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 

Phone: (408) 954-0522 
Fax: (408) 954-0902 

 
(For international shipments use  

San Francisco International Airport,  
Attention: KEL International 650-697-6400) 

 
Name 
 
Company 
 
Address 
 
City, State, Zip, Country. 
 
Telephone 
 

IMPORTANT 
 
Please explain why this instrument or part is being returned; include a complete 
description of any malfunction (use additional paper if necessary). Thank you. 


